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AFYAREKOD
https://www.afyarekod.com/
AfyaRekod is a decentralized, AI-powered, patientowned electronic healthcare record, where people can
conveniently upload and store in real time their health data,
engage with doctors and control their access to health and
telehealth services. The platform also allows for the health
care institutions to store their patients’ records and provide
them with healthcare support physically and remotely.

PRICEPALLY LIMITED
https://pricepally.com
Pricepally is a digital food cooperative for African
cities that enables people to buy food in bulk or share
bulk food items among a group sourced directly from
farmers or wholesalers, making it cheaper and fresher
than retail.

LUMA LAW
https://lumalaw.co.za/

HYDRO-IT
https://hydroit.wixsite.com/mysite
Hydro-IT is an IoT startup with our first product to
market aimed at reducing and eliminating water leaks
for municipalities. Our technology helps cities align with
sustainable development goals and revolutionize them
into SMART Cities

NANOSTREAM BLU
https://nanoblu.net/
NanoStream Blu creates intelligence from information.
We connect to an institution’s database and autogenerate the advice and insight needed to improve
operations.

We enable access to affordable and accessible on-demand
legal assistance through our chatbot.The Luma Law
chatbot is a legal information service utilising chat
platforms that are familiar and accessible to users such as
whatsapp and  facebook messenger to disseminate
information and to  allow for real time feedback; It utilises
artificial intelligence and machine learning to enable  scale
as the chatbot is available 24h/ per day allowing for  
convenience and massive scale.

HYDRO BLU
The Hydro Blu company uses 4IR technology to increase
access to drinkable water supply in vulnerable regions. To
achieve this, the company is piloting a predictive software
system that enables hydrogeologists to make data-driven
decisions when identifying suitable locations to drill
sustainable boreholes. Specifically, the company applies
modern methods of Spatial Data Science, Geographic
Information Systems, and Machine Learning on global geodatasets from industry leaders such as NASA Earth Data,
Google Earth Engine and ESRI ArcGIS.
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FUNDI APP TECHNOLOGIZ

INCLUSIVITY SOLUTIONS

https://www.fundiapp.com

www.inclusivitysolutions.com

Access to decent work is one the biggest challenges
facing millions of youth in Africa today. Fundi App uses
on-demand digital technologies to connect vetted
handymen who provide different types of installation,
repair and maintenance services in the informal sector
to customers in the wider market, both domestic and
commercial.

Inclusivity Solutions designs, builds, operates and
innovates digital insurance solutions that enable
financial inclusion and address the protection gap in
emerging markets. We partner with mobile operators,
banks, insurance companies and other financial
institutions to deliver simple and affordable insurance
cover through mobile phones.

ZONOTHO (PTY) LTD

FINVEX.TECH

https://beta.zonotho.com

https://finvex.tech/

Zonotho is a groundbreaking app that is solving what we
believe is one of the next great frontiers – personal finance and
financial services. Our app is a personal finance hub where
users access content created by financial experts, advisers,
bloggers and other users.

Finvex.tech is a B2B fintech. Our purpose and ambition is
to unlock working capital for working supply chains. Our
accounts payable model incentives corporate’s to use their
existing accounting data to free-up access to affordable
working capital for their SME suppliers - at the same time as
enhancing the security and profitability of their own supply
chains.

ZUWA ENERGY

EJOOBI

www.zuwaenergymw.com

www.ejoobi.co.za

Zuwa Energy has taken last mile distribution of
productive household solar energy and appliances to
the next level and is on a mission to end energy poverty
in Malawi and the neighbouring countries. As a second
generation pay as you go company, we apply a B2B
model on the supply side while on the demand side, our
highly trained Energy Entrepreneurs are just a stone
throw away from the next customer who will be taken
on a life changing user experience journey through
story-telling and interactive data.

ejoobi is an HR tech platform. Our team has gained skills to
design, develop cloud platforms, chatbots, machine learning
solutions, SMS & WhatsApp integrations to existing or new
platforms. We help employers work efficiently to meet their
hiring needs with an HR communication platform that screen
and matches talent through using AI.

The main business of Zuwa is to provide low income
people earning as low as $5 per day with affordable,
clean and reliable solar energy to meet their everyday
energy needs for both household and business use
through pay as you go asset financing. In addition to
the positive impact that our products deliver to our
customers, 30% of our profits are donated to charity
to further support vulnerable women and children in
Malawi.

